
SMR uses a systematic investment process that applies a mathematical rule based program (removing emotions from investment 
decisions) that is monitored 24 hours per day, providing human oversight.  

The program is based on the combination of two risk management techniques:

Actively producing buy or sell orders on an intra-daily basis.

Targeted volatility
 Exponentially weighted to most recent data points
 Higher volatility = increased cushioning and vice versa

Capital protection
 Based on a modified Black Scholes option pricing model

SMR - Confidence to stay invested

cushioning the 
downside

Sanlam Managed Risk (SMR) 
is designed to help minimise 
the impact of major market 
drawdowns and actively reduce 
portfolio volatility, while allowing 
dynamic participation in rising 
markets giving investors the 
confidence to stay invested for 
the long-term. 

As markets fall, SMR will reduce an investor’s equity 
exposure, thus seeking to minimise the impact of 
major market drawdowns. In rising markets SMR 
provides more equity exposure.

The key to SMR is that investors will see its impact as the 
value of the SMRaccount exponentially increases during 
periods of extreme volatility and larger market falls.
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Small positive or negative market movements don’t 
alter equity exposure significantly as the other factors 
are not triggered. Adjusting for small movements could 
also lead to limiting upside potential. An investor may 
see high participation in minor losses, but participation 
will still be high if the market bounces back.

As a more serious market movement occurs or 
volatility increases, equity exposure will continue to be reduced at an exponential rate in order to help minimise the impact of a 
potential drawdown.

As markets rise, in order to capture as much growth as possible, SMR will increase the equity exposure.
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Investments with SMR are subject to market risks. Investments can go down as well as up as a result of changes in the value of the investments. There 
is no assurance or guarantee of capital or performance. Investors may lose money including possible loss of capital.
This document was developed to provide a brief description of SMR. It does not constitute an offer or solicitation to anyone in any jurisdiction in 
which an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. For more information, please speak to 
a financial advisor. SMR is not available in the United States or to citizens or residents of the U.S. or Bermuda. This material is not to be distributed 
to any person while such person is physically present in the United States.

How do you keep clients invested for the long-term?
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